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 Fine Tuning Your Asset Allocation: 2014 update
by Paul Merriman 

The biggest job any investor has is managing risk. If you take too much, you could be flirting with disaster; if you take too little,
you could cheat yourself out of the returns needed to care for yourself, your family and your heirs. In this article, updated to
include results from 2013, Paul Merriman shows how to get this important equation right.

One of the most fundamental decisions faced by every investor is: how to allocate a portfolio between equity funds and bond
funds? Some investors prefer a total equity portfolio for its superior long‐term growth prospects. Others invest exclusively in fixed‐
income instruments, preferring to completely avoid the risks of the stock market. But most people in my experience are more
comfortable somewhere in between those two extremes.

Yet the question remains: Just how far should you go in one direction or the other? That’s what this article is all about.

 At the heart of this presentation is a big table of numbers that shows year‐by‐year hypothetical returns for 11 combinations of
investment assets from 1970 through 2013. The most useful part of the table is at the bottom, where we present the worst‐case
periods an investor would have experienced in each of those combinations or portfolios.

These unpleasant numbers are useful because they show the bad times that you must be prepared for – and through which you
must persevere – if you hope to reap long‐term returns like those shown in the table.

 The effect of 2008

I’ll walk you through the table, which can be found on page 7 of this article, and show you how to use it. But first I want to say a
few things about 2008 and early 2009.

Until 2008, the worst‐case scenarios shown in this table came from the bear markets of 1973‐74 and 2000‐2002. Now, most of the
worst periods involve 2008 and early 2009. The U.S. stock market, measured by the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, suffered a
decline of 37% in 2008, the worst calendar year since 1931 (when it lost 43.3%). 

In fact, the long‐term return of every portfolio in the table with more than 20% equity was reduced by the losses of 2008 and early
2009. I think the table is now a more realistic guide to what investors may reasonably expect.

Arguably, the most important job for any investor is to control the risk of his or her portfolio. And the single most effective way to
do that is by allocating the right percentage of assets to equities (stocks) and the right percentage to fixed‐income investments
(bonds). The table in this article is the best tool I know for doing that. 

Whether you have your portfolio entirely invested in equity funds – or only 10% in equity funds – we recommend that the equity
part of your portfolio be well diversified to include U.S. and international stocks, large‐cap stocks and small‐cap stocks, value
stocks and growth stocks. You’ll find our recommendations and the reasons for them in an article called “The Ultimate Buy‐and‐
Hold Strategy.”

That wide diversification gives investors excellent representation in all the major markets. It’s also very easy to understand. No
matter what major asset class is performing the best at any given time, such a portfolio will own it.

Now let’s focus on the critical question this article addresses.

How much in equities?

One very simple approach is to split all investments equally between stocks and bonds in what we call a 50/50 portfolio, which
historically has an excellent record of producing a decent return with much less risk than the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index.

Of course not everybody wants to split things 50/50, and there is a wide range of other possibilities. You will see some examples in
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the  large table of performance figures. The table shows the results of 44 years of buy‐and‐hold investments allocated between
stocks and bonds in 10% increments, from 100% bonds (on the left) to 100% stocks (on the right). In the final column, you’ll see the
annual performance of the S&P 500 Index, a standard equity benchmark that’s widely used to evaluate performance.

At first glance, this table may look daunting, but it’s not so bad. The annual performance figures are for readers who like lots of
data to back up the conclusions they are being asked to accept. Each of those numbers represents a return that investors got, or
would have gotten, in a particular year using a specific allocation strategy (after deducting an assumed annual investment advisory
fee of 1% in all cases, except the S&P 500 Index).

For purposes of this discussion, I’ll focus on the figures at the bottom of each column that summarize the 44‐year results of each
strategy. For details on the asset classes and the research behind how we put them together, see “The Ultimate Buy‐and‐Hold
Strategy.”

In that article, I focus on a portfolio with 60% of assets in equities and the other 40% in fixed‐income. You’ll see the results of this
allocation in the column in the large table here that’s marked “60% Equity.”

 If you trace the numbers in that column down from the top, you’ll see the year‐by‐year performance of the 60/40 strategy from
1970 (a gain of 3.4%) through 2013 (a gain of 11.9%). Continuing downward, you’ll see that this combination produced a compound
rate of return of 10.0%; its standard deviation, a measure of volatility, was 9.2%. (Keep in mind that lower numbers mean lower
volatility.)

To put that 9.2% figure in context, scan over to the far right‐hand column and you’ll see that the S&P 500 Index had a standard
deviation of 15.5%. This means that the 60/40 split of stocks and bonds carried approximately 59% of the volatility of the U.S.
stock market as measured by the index.

While you’re at it, put one finger on the “Annual Return” line (this is a compound rate of return) of the 60/40 column and another
finger on the same line of the Standard & Poor’s 500 Index column. You’ll see that the Ultimate Buy‐and‐Hold Strategy 60/40
combo had similar long‐term performance (10%) as the index (10.4%) while keeping 40% of the portfolio in fixed‐income securities
that were not exposed to the risk of the stock market.

The best of times, the worst of times.

If you’re with me so far, you know how to read this table, and you’ve probably scanned a few of the other columns as well. But
before we go on, look at the bottom of each column where you see, in percentage terms, the biggest 12‐month loss you would
have sustained for each allocation. For these lines in this table, any “worst” period could start at the beginning of any month.

These figures are useful because they show the losses you must be able to tolerate in order to stick with your strategy. This is a
lesson many investors learned the hard way in 2008 because they had invested too aggressively, then bailed out.

Risk and losses are not pleasant topics. But you will be far better off if you spend some time with them instead of concentrating on
the fabulous returns you hope to achieve. In real life, you’ll never get those returns if you don’t stick with the program you select.
And you won’t stick with the program if you bail out when normal market fluctuations push you out of your comfort zone and
prompt you to sell your holdings when you have sustained significant losses and things look bleak.

The reason we pay so much attention to measuring and managing risks is that this is exactly where so many investors get tripped
up. Spend some time thinking about how much of your portfolio you are really willing to lose in a year. Run your fingers back and
forth on those bottom lines and search for a combination of losses you think you could tolerate.

In fact, that’s what this article, including the table, is all about: helping you find the column, and hence the asset allocation,
that’s right for you. It’s trickier than you might think, because it requires a difficult balance between risk and return.

What this table tells me

One of the most interesting aspects of this table is the difference between the 100% equity portfolio and the Standard & Poor’s 500
Index. If you’re looking for high long‐term returns from equities, you can see that the diversified all‐equity portfolio was clearly
superior to the S&P 500, with a 15% improvement in the compound rate of return (12.0% vs. 10.4%).

That difference is much greater than it might seem, because we are talking about a long period of years. Over 30 years, an
investment of $1,000 would grow to $29,960 at the 12.0 return, vs. only $19,457 at 10.4%, a 54% improvement.

I think those two columns provide dramatic evidence of the value in diversifying with non‐correlated asset classes. The all‐equity
diversified portfolio combines multiple asset classes, every one of which by itself had a higher standard deviation than the S&P
500. Yet when you combine them, in many periods, their returns offset each other to produce a lower composite standard
deviation.

If you are looking only for the highest performance on this table, you’ve found it in the all‐equity diversified portfolio. But the
risks of that strategy are very substantial. They include a worst‐calendar‐year loss of 41.6% in 2008 and a worst‐12‐months loss of
51.1% (March 2008 through February 2009).  Not many investors can be sure they’ll keep their cool in the face of losses like that.

A long‐term compound return of 12.0% may be more than you need to meet your goals. Based on many years of talking to clients
and polling people who attend workshops, I have concluded that most retired people can meet their needs with a long‐term
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compound rate of return of 6 to 10%.

Several good options

The good news is that our table includes several combinations with returns in that range and relatively low risks. I think the 30% to
50% equity portfolios are worth considering for conservative investors. My wife and I have the buy‐and‐hold portion of our portfolio
in the 50/50 combination.

Now here’s something interesting: Note that the 40% equity portfolio had a compound annual return of 8.9% along with a maximum
calendar‐year loss of 14.8%. This portfolio’s second‐worst calendar year was a loss of 5.9% in 1974, which came on the heels of a
5.6% loss in 1973. That two‐year cumulative loss (1973 and 1974) was 12.0%, in the same ballpark as the one‐year loss of 2008.

This table is more than an academic look at market history. You can make it a useful tool for you individually. Here’s how: Start by
writing down two numbers: the target long‐term return that you need and the largest 12‐month loss you are willing to tolerate.
Then start with one of those figures and scan the table to find an allocation that gives you the combination you need. It’s unlikely
that a single column will be immediately obvious as the right one. And that, of course, is the problem.

The return you want vs. the return you need

Investors often tell me they want the highest possible returns. But when I suggest that they put all their money in pork belly
futures or bet their life savings on Google stock, they quickly change their tune. Still, if you are like most people, you want as
much as you can get. The critical point here is that you can’t get a return unless you are invested in the portfolio that produces it.
If you are scared off the playing field and onto the sidelines because of inappropriately high risks, you won’t be in the game, so to
speak.

My advice is to start with the all‐equity column and work your way to the left until you find a column where you can tolerate every
risk item, including the worst 12‐month, and worst drawdown. When you find that column, you have an idea what percentage of
equity allocation could be right for you.

Some risk‐averse investors won’t want to tolerate the bad times associated with the allocation that will give them the returns they
need. If you really need at least an 11% return, for example, you will likely find the risks of the 80% equity portfolio too high.

What should you do if you need the returns from a column that has too much risk? Your first impulse might be to go for the high
return and ignore your discomfort in regard to the risk. But I think that could be a big mistake. If your needs straddle two columns,
choose the one that has the right level of comfort and risk for you.

There are two main reasons for this. First, remember that the figures in the table are not predictions of the future, only
hypothetical results from the past. And the past is a more reliable indicator of risk than it is of returns. For any given combination
of assets, the pattern of volatility is likely to be more predictable than the pattern of return.

Second, it is never acceptable or advisable to manage a portfolio in violation of your risk tolerance. Year after year, decade after
decade, we see people who learn that lesson the hard way, making it an extremely expensive lesson. They are typically the ones
who bail out of their investments near the bottom of a market cycle. They become bitter and cynical about investing. Worse, they
often stay out of the markets for many years, sometimes even permanently, for fear of being burned again.

Putting this all together

If there is only one lesson you take from this article, I hope it is this: Never ignore your emotions or your “better judgment” in
order to chase higher returns. It’s just not worth it. When I talk to investors who need or want higher returns than their emotions
are likely to tolerate, I spell out a few options, which of course they already know about.

I often recommend that investors settle for lower returns in order to reduce their risks. If you do that while you’re still working,
you might have to work longer or save more each year before you retire. But that is much better than retiring with too little
money because you overexposed yourself to undue risk. If you are already retired, accepting lower returns might mean you will
have less money to spend. But that is far better than suffering losses that put you in danger of running out of money.

You may be able to increase your tolerance for risk with education. But for most of us, risk tolerance or risk aversion is part of who
we are, and not subject to much change. So unless you are certain that you are comfortable with higher risk, don’t chase high
returns at the expense of being able to sleep well.

For most people, finding the proper balance between risk and return can be quite challenging. Most investors need the help of a
professional advisor to navigate these waters, and in fact this is one of the best reasons I can think of to have an advisor. A good
advisor not only helps an investor find the right balance of risk and return, a good advisor will do all they can to keep the investor
on the agreed upon course. In regard to hiring an advisor, I recommend you read my book, “Get Smart or Get Screwed: How To
Select The Best and Get The Most From Your Financial Advisor” available as a free download at http://paulmerriman.com/ 

“It is the set of sails, not the direction of the winds, that determines which way we will go.” ~ Napoleon Hill 

Whether “Fine Tuning Your Asset Allocation” helps you choose calm or turbulent waters, I hope you safely reach your financial
destination and enjoy the results of being a savvy investor.
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Year 100% Bonds  10/90  20/80 30/70  40/60 50/50  60/40 70/30 80/20  90/10 100% Stock S&P 500

1970 13.7 11.9 10.2 8.5 6.8 5.1 3.4 1.8 0.1 (1.6) (3.2) 4.0 

1971 6.6 9.0 11.3 13.7 16.1 18.5 21.0 23.5 26.0 28.5 31.1 14.3 

1972 3.7 5.2 6.7 8.3 9.8 11.4 12.9 14.5 16.1 17.6 19.2 19.0 

1973 3.4 1.1 (1.1) (3.4) (5.6) (7.8) (10.0) (12.1) (14.2) (16.3) (18.4) (14.7) 

1974 6.5 3.3 0.2 (2.9) (5.9) (8.8) (11.7) (14.5) (17.3) (19.9) (22.6) (26.5) 

1975 6.7 10.2 13.8 17.4 21.1 24.9 28.7 32.6 36.5 40.5 44.5 37.2 

1976 8.6 9.6 10.6 11.6 12.5 13.5 14.4 15.3 16.2 17.0 17.9 23.8 

1977 2.1 4.4 6.7 9.0 11.4 13.9 16.4 18.9 21.5 24.2 26.8 (7.2) 

1978 1.6 4.2 6.9 9.7 12.5 15.4 18.3 21.3 24.3 27.4 30.6 6.6 

1979 6.0 7.1 8.1 9.2 10.2 11.2 12.3 13.3 14.3 15.3 16.3 18.4 

1980 6.4 8.3 10.3 12.2 14.2 16.1 18.1 20.0 22.0 23.9 25.8 32.4 

1981 9.7 9.1 8.5 7.9 7.2 6.6 6.0 5.4 4.7 4.1 3.4 (4.9) 

1982 22.5 21.5 20.5 19.5 18.5 17.5 16.5 15.5 14.5 13.5 12.4 21.4 

1983 7.1 9.1 11.1 13.2 15.3 17.4 19.5 21.7 23.9 26.1 28.4 22.5 

1984 12.9 12.3 11.7 11.1 10.5 9.8 9.2 8.6 7.9 7.2 6.5 6.3 

1985 15.4 18.0 20.7 23.5 26.3 29.2 32.1 35.1 38.1 41.2 44.4 32.2 

1986 11.0 12.9 14.8 16.7 18.6 20.6 22.6 24.5 26.5 28.6 30.6 18.5 

1987 3.1 4.5 5.8 7.1 8.4 9.7 10.9 12.0 13.1 14.1 15.0 5.2 

1988 5.1 6.8 8.6 10.4 12.3 14.1 16.0 17.9 19.8 21.8 23.8 16.8 

1989 10.9 11.8 12.6 13.4 14.3 15.1 15.9 16.7 17.5 18.3 19.1 31.5 

1990 9.5 7.2 5.0 2.8 0.6 (1.6) (3.8) (5.9) (8.0) (10.1) (12.2) (3.1) 

1991 14.1 15.0 15.9 16.8 17.7 18.6 19.4 20.2 21.0 21.9 22.6 30.5 

1992 6.2 5.7 5.3 4.8 4.4 3.9 3.5 3.0 2.5 2.0 1.6 7.6 

1993 8.6 10.6 12.7 14.7 16.8 18.9 21.0 23.2 25.4 27.6 29.8 10.1 

1994 (4.2) (3.6) (3.0) (2.4) (1.8) (1.3) (0.7) (0.1) 0.4 1.0 1.5 1.3 

1995 15.4 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 15.5 37.6 

1996 2.1 3.2 4.3 5.4 6.5 7.6 8.8 9.9 11.0 12.1 13.3 23.0 

1997 5.9 5.8 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.4 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.4 33.4 

1998 7.0 7.0 6.9 6.8 6.6 6.4 6.1 5.7 5.4 4.9 4.4 28.6 

1999 (1.5) 0.6 2.8 4.9 7.1 9.3 11.5 13.8 16.1 18.4 20.8 21.0 

2000 10.6 9.3 7.9 6.6 5.3 3.9 2.6 1.3 0.0 (1.3) (2.6) (9.1) 

2001 7.1 6.2 5.3 4.4 3.5 2.5 1.5 0.5 (0.6) (1.7) (2.8) (11.9) 

2002 11.3 9.3 7.3 5.2 3.2 1.2 (0.9) (2.9) (5.0) (7.0) (9.0) (22.1) 

2003 2.4 6.4 10.4 14.6 18.9 23.3 27.8 32.5 37.3 42.3 47.3 28.7 

2004 3.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 11.1 13.1 15.2 17.4 19.5 21.7 23.9 10.9 

2005 0.8 2.1 3.3 4.6 5.9 7.1 8.4 9.7 10.9 12.2 13.5 4.9 

2006 2.0 4.1 6.2 8.4 10.6 12.9 15.1 17.4 19.7 22.1 24.5 15.8 

2007 8.2 7.7 7.2 6.7 6.1 5.5 5.0 4.4 3.7 3.1 2.5 5.5 

2008 7.1 1.2 (4.4) (9.8) (14.9) (19.9) (24.6) (29.2) (33.6) (37.7) (41.7) (37.0) 

2009 1.0 4.6 8.2 11.9 15.6 19.3 23.1 26.8 30.6 34.3 38.0 26.5 

2010 4.5 6.2 7.9 9.6 11.2 12.8 14.4 15.9 17.4 18.8 20.2 15.1 

2011 6.9 5.3 3.7 2.1 0.4 (1.3) (3.0) (4.7) (6.4) (8.1) (9.8) 2.1 

2012 2.4 4.0 5.6 7.2 8.8 10.4 11.9 13.5 15.1 16.7 18.2 16.0 

2013 (4.5) (1.9) 0.7 3.4 6.2 9.0 11.9 14.8 17.9 20.9 24.1 32.4 

Annualized Return 6.4 7.1 7.7 8.3 8.9 9.5 10.0 10.6 11.1 11.5 12.0 10.4 

Standard Deviation 4.2 4.1 4.6 5.5 6.6 7.9 9.2 10.6 12.0 13.5 14.9 15.5 

Worst 12 Months (4.5) (5.4) (11.6) (17.5) (23.2) (28.5) (33.5) (38.3) (42.8) (47.1) (51.1) (43.3) 

Worst Drawdown (5.5) (7.2) (11.9) (18.0) (25.0) (31.8) (38.1) (43.9) (49.2) (54.1) (58.6) (50.9) 

© 2014 The Merriman Financial Education Foundation

Fine Tuning Table 2014
1.00% Management Fee is subtracted from all portfolios except the S&P 500 (all numbers in %)
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Disclaimer

Examples in documents presented on this site may contain hypothetical situations and results.
There are tremendous limitations inherent in the use of hypothetical results and you should not
assume that your investments will perform similarly or that you will not lose money. Results
do not include the impact of taxes, if any.

I believe in the concepts presented on this site and use hypothetical data to educate investors. It
should not be construed as actual performance nor should you expect your portfolio
performance to replicate hypothetical results.

Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance
that any specific investment will either be suitable or profitable for an investor’s investment
portfolio. Paul Merriman is not an investment advisor, attorney nor accountant, and no portion
of this article or his website content should be interpreted as specific investment, legal,
accounting or tax advice.

Furthermore, the prospective investor is solely responsible for determining whether any
investment, security or strategy, or any other product or service, is appropriate or suitable for
the investor, based on the prospective investor’s investment objectives and personal and
financial situation. The investor should consult with an investment professional, or an attorney
or tax professional regarding their specific investment, legal or tax situation. Historical
performance results for investment indices and/or categories generally do not reflect the
deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges, the deduction of an investment
management fee, nor the impact of taxes, the incurrence of which would have the effect of
decreasing historical performance results.
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